According to Wiz research, **data exposure risk is shockingly common.** 47% of companies have at least one database or storage bucket exposed to the internet (either PaaS or hosted). Over 20% of those cloud environments have buckets containing sensitive data. Securing cloud data challenging. Organizations often leverage siloed data security tooling that is complex and often ineffective. They lack context, require manual effort, and often miss complex risks involving vulnerabilities and lateral movement.

Wiz Data Security Posture Management (DSPM) enables customers to get ahead of the data exposure problem with a comprehensive platform that understands data risks at the cloud scale. Customers can continuously monitor data exposure before it becomes a costly breach and arm their teams with all the context, they need to remediate issues. Wiz breaks down silos between cloud security, data governance, and development teams, organizations drive significant productivity gains by reducing friction and the ability to collaborate seamlessly.

**Scan everything agentlessly**

Wiz scans public and private buckets, data volumes, and databases, and accurately classifies sensitive data such as PCI, PHI, and PII as well as data that's unique to your business. Best of all, we do this without using any agents or network scanners.

**Fix what matters**

Wiz conducts a deep cloud analysis that automatically correlates data risks with other cloud risks to build a single prioritized queue of attack paths and toxic combinations of risk to reduce noise and focus teams on what is important.

**Build bridges across teams**

Wiz-cli integrates with the development pipeline to block deployments that violate security policies and that open data exposure attack paths.
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**Trusted by the world’s best brands**

- Salesforce
- IBM
- Morgan Stanley
- Slack
- FOX
- ASOS
- Snowflake
- Takeda
- ADT
- REI
- MARS
- LVMH
- Priceline
- Experian

Wiz provides coverage for

- AWS
- Azure
- Google Cloud
A unified cloud security platform providing a simple way to assess threats in context and rapidly respond to minimize impact

Wiz Data Security Posture Management helps organizations discover which data is stored where, who can access what data, how data assets are configured and utilized across Identities, and how data moves across environments. Wiz now detects data such as PII, PHI, and PCI and adds this as a new risk factor to the Wiz Security Graph to enable:

**Rapid, agentless visibility into critical data:** Wiz scans public and private buckets, data volumes, and both hosted and managed databases and accurately classifies the data so organizations can easily answer the question of what data is located where.

**Continuous detection and prioritization of critical data exposure:** Wiz conducts a deep cloud analysis that automatically correlates data risks with other cloud risks to build a single prioritized queue of attack paths and toxic combinations of risk to reduce noise and focus teams on what is important.

**Identification of data lineage:** Wiz uses schema matching across the entire environment to understand data flow and lineage, including when data is moved between environments or regions and improper storage of production data.

**Automated compliance assessments:** Wiz continuously assesses compliance to ensure security standards are consistently enforced across business units, regions, applications, and users.

**Data exposure prevention:** Wiz-clt integrates with the development pipeline to block deployments that violate security policies and that open data exposure attack paths.

**Integration with data security technologies:** Wiz integrates with third party services like BigID and native tools like Amazon Macie to provide even more data context for risk prioritization and decision-making.
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Wiz secures everything organizations build and run in the cloud. Founded in 2020, Wiz is the fastest-growing software company in the world, scaling from $3M to $100M ARR in 18 months. Wiz enables hundreds of organizations worldwide, including 35 percent of the Fortune 100, to rapidly identify and remove critical risks in cloud environments. Its customers include Salesforce, Slack, Mars, BMW, Avery Dennison, Priceline, Cushman & Wakefield, DocuSign, Plaid, and Agoda, among others. Wiz is backed by Sequoia, Index Ventures, Insight Partners, Salesforce, Blackstone, Advent, Greenoaks, Lightspeed and Aglaé. Visit [https://www.wiz.co](https://www.wiz.co) for more information.
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“

We are not the data governance team, but we want to proactively protect our data in the cloud. The visibility that Wiz gives us into our data and how it maps to external exposure is key as we don’t want to be in the news.

Cory Zener
Cloud Security Manager, Chevron Philips

Pairing engineers who understand the risks with the tools to remediate them is incredibly powerful. There are 10X as many environment owners, developers, and engineers using Wiz than there are security team members at FOX. This helps us to ensure that the products shipped across over 1,000 technologists across the company have security baked in, which is beyond the impact that a small and mighty cybersecurity team can have alone.

Melody Hildebrant
CISO, FOX

Choosing Wiz was a no-brainer—no other tool comes even close. I’m convinced that Wiz is the most friction-free way of running cloud security.

Adam Schuman
Interim CISO, Copper